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 “Do you think it’s true that Sheehan has already had a girlfriend? But no one has ever taken a photo of 

him acting intimate with any girls.” 

 

“Sheehan is always a person who keeps things in a low profile. He seldom shows up in a public place or 

do interviews with the media. Judging from his personality, I don’t think he will make his relationship 

public. I think it may be true. After all, he doesn’t need to use his relationship to hype. But I’m curious 

about the identity of his girlfriend, who actually conquered the most challenging man in the circle of the 

rich and powerful families in N City.” 

 

“I’m also curious about who is his girlfriend and what kinds of family backgrounds she has. Even Miss 

Garrett fails to conquer Sheehan, can his girlfriend be even better than Miss Garrett?” 

 

Rosa is recognized as the first beauty in the circle of the rich and powerful families. 

 

Besides, the Garrett family and the Lambert family has similar family backgrounds. 

 

Everyone thought that the two families would definitely be bonded with marriage. And there used to be 

news coming out about the two families’ business marriage. 

 

Unexpectedly, Sheehan suddenly has a girlfriend. 

 

And it’s not Rosa, the daughter of the Garrett family. 

 

“What’s the name of his girlfriend? Why does it sound so familiar to me?” 

 

When Yvonne got off the car, she happened to hear several reporters talking. 

 

Margot, who got off the car together with her, also heard the conversations between the several 

reporters. 

 



Margot’s expression suddenly changed. 

 

“What are they talking about? The person in charge of the Lambert family has already had a girlfriend? 

When did this happen?” Margot suddenly grabbed Yvonne’s hand and looked a little excited. “Yvonne, 

do you know about this? Didn’t you attend the dinner party held by the Lambert family last time? Did 

you see any woman around Sheehan at the party?” 

 

Yvonne looked even more gloomy than Margot. 

 

Of course, she saw the woman. 

 

Not only did she see her, but she also knew her! 

 

She never told Margot and her husband about this 

 

But unexpectedly, they still got to know in this way. 

 

“Yvonne, answer me!” Margot grabbed Yvonne’s hand and shook it with anxiety and impatience 

showing in her eyes. “Did you see any woman beside Sheehan at the dinner party?” 

 

Margot was still dreaming of letting Yvonne marry Sheehan. Now that she heard that Sheehan had a 

girlfriend, how could she accept it? 

 

If Sheehan has a girlfriend, wouldn’t her original plan go down the toilet? 

 

Being shaken by her like this, Yvonne got a little annoyed. Her face darkened down a little. She tried her 

best to hold back her anger and pushed away Margot’s hand. “Mom, why do you care? What if he has a 

girlfriend? And what if he doesn’t? What’s the differences?” 

 

“Of course, there is a big difference.” Margot looked gloomy. “If he doesn’t have a girlfriend, I can find a 

way to arrange an appointment for you and him to get to know each other. Don’t you want to marry in 

 



the Lambert family?” 

 

“Do you know what it means if you have the opportunity to marry Sheehan?” 

 

“Margot, don’t talk about this now. It will only affect Yvonne’s mood.” Patrick frowned. “She is going to 

performance in the competition soon. Do you want her to be distracted and have a bad performance?” 

 

Speaking of the competition, Margot got back some of her rational thinking? 

 

She took a deep breath and slowly calmed herself down. 

 

“Yvonne, focus on the competition.” Margot sipped her lips tightly. “We can wait until you finish the 

competition to talk about other stuff.” 

 

Yvonne clenched her fists and didn’t speak. 

 

But there was gloomy light showing in her eyes. 

 

Of course, she knows what it means to marry Sheehan. 

 

It’s just Nikita, that little bitch…  

 

Now, even those reporters know that Sheehan has a girlfriend. Does this mean that Sheehan will soon 

make his relationship with Nikita public? 

 

Once it is made public, the status of Nikita will be very stable. 
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She always thinks that it’s impossible for a man with a status like Sheehan to date Nikita for a long time. 

 

He is just obsessed with Nikita because he has never met such a girl like her before. 



 

Although Yvonne hates Nikita, she has to admit that Nikita has a face that can easily seduce men. 

 

But now… 

 

Sheehan may really have the intention of making their relationship public. 

 

She can’t wait any longer. 

 

On the backstage, Nikita saw the makeup artist refine Hugh’s makeups. Hugh saw her in the mirror and 

immediately asked the makeup artist to stop. He got up and walked towards her. 

 

“God! Finally, you are here!” Hugh was dressed quite formally today. He was wearing a haute couture of 

a luxury brand with a tie. And he got his bang up and revealed his whole forehead. 

 

It is said that people who still look good with their foreheads exposed can really be considered as 

handsome guys. 

 

Many beautiful hunky boy like to cover half of their foreheads. Once all their foreheads are exposed, 

they don’t look that good anymore. 

 

But Hugh’s good look can stand the test. He even looks better when his whole forehead is revealed! 

 

At ordinary times, he is usually dressed casually like a hip-hop singer. So when Nikita suddenly saw him 

dressed so formally, she couldn’t help fixing her eyes on him for a few more times. 

 

The girl checked him from head to tea with her eyes above board. 

 

Not until Hugh got a little embarrassed, did Nikita slowly take back her sights. 

 



“You look good today.” Nikita left a very objective comment. 

 

Hugh was stunned. On the next second, his handsome face turned red. 

 

He has heard a lot of people praising him. 

 

He doesn’t have any special feelings when others give him a praise. 

 

But he was very happy when he heard Nikita praise him. And he was a little embarrassed too. 

 

“Ahem, really?” Hugh smirked in his heart. He covered his lips and slightly coughed. “Well… You also 

look good today.” 

 

Nikita’s dressing style today is also quite different from that at ordinary times. 

 

It’s actually the most normal white-collar professional dress. But when Nikita is the one who wears 

these clothes which couldn’t have a simpler design, it’s like cosplay costumes. 

 

Seeing her dressed like this today, Hugh didn’t even dare to look her in the eye. 

 

While Nikita and Hugh were chatting, Malcolm walked in the backstage with Rosa. 

 

Seeing that the two people stood together, and they seemed to have a good relationship, Rosa clenched 

her fists, sipped her lips and looked gloomy. 

 

Aroma would rather chat with an actor like Hugh than give her a chance! 

 

She is the princess of the Garrett family. Is she even not as good as an actor? 

 

The competition officially started. 



 

First, the judges took the seats. And then the contestants entered the waiting area. 

 

This competition will be broadcast live on the official website of Facebook. 

 

Many people who didn’t get the tickets to the venue of the competition were all waiting online. As the 

live broadcast had just started, more than one million people rushed in the broadcast room. 

 

The judges sat below the stage. 

 

When a group of judges took their seats, all the lights on the ceiling of the concert hall fell on them. 

 

The camera lens were aimed at each judge one by one in the live broadcast. And people can get a few 

seconds of close-up view of every judge. 

 

When the camera lens were aimed at Hugh and Nikita, the barrage in the live broadcast room was 

frantically refreshed. 

 

“Ah!!! My Hugh looked so hot today!!!” 

 

“Oh my god! I think I’m going to die. Look at this Prince Charming who comes out of an old European 

castle. Isn’t he too handsome?” 

 

“Ah!!! I dote on such a pretty face! I think I have an urge to lick the screen!” … 

 

“Aroma’s temperament is so good. She looks so elegant and noble.” 
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 “Although she was wearing a mask, I am sure that Aroma must be a great beauty!” 

 



“Wow, Aroma’s temperament is really elegant. And her skin is so fair. I feel that when the stage light 

falls on her, her skin is shining.” 

 

The number of people in the live broadcast room has increased rapidly. 

 

In less than five minutes after the live broadcast started, there had been almost five million people 

watching online. 

 

At this time, the game has not yet started. 

 

In the past, few people paid attention to this kind of competition. But this time, with Hugh and Aroma 

taking part in, the heat of this competition was unprecedentedly high, since both Aroma and Hugh both 

had lots of fans. 

 

The staff in charge of the live broadcast were shocked when they saw the rising number of people 

following the official account of their live broadcast room. 

 

They have held so many piano competitions. And they have never received such high attention and 

popularity. Although this popularity is not brought by the program group, this competition is definitely 

of great significance. 

 

The person who can win the championship in this competition will really be an instant hit and have a 

household name. 

 

The significance of the championship for this competition will also extraordinary. 

 

If someone performs very well and impressed any judges on the spot, especially for Malcolm or Aroma, 

he doesn’t have to worry about the future of his life. 

 

These things that the staff of the program group thought about were also thought of by the contestants. 

 



Before they came to the competition, their parents enjoined them over and over again that they must 

perform well and give full play to their best level. The judges of this year’s competition are all very 

powerful big shots. If they can impress those big shots, their future career will develop very well. 

 

These contestants are from all over the country. And all of them is at the same age. They are all the best 

ones selected from various schools. 

 

They all won many awards in the local area. 

 

It will be a very intense competition. 

 

Even though Yvonne is always confident, she dares not treat it lightly. 

 

At the moment, Yvonne is also standing in the waiting area. She is the fifth to perform. There are 20 

contestants in this competition, all of whom have participated in the local selection. After being selected 

from the local area, they came to N City to participate in the general competition. 

 

Yvonne looked at the contestants standing with her. And her eyes showed some confidence that she 

was bound to win. 

 

Aside from a few judges, Malcolm was invited to this competition as a special guest. And he was 

arranged to sit next to Nikita. 

 

Rosa sat in the first row of VIP area under the stage. And her seat was also in the best position, right 

next to Sheehan. 

 

After sitting down, seeing Sheehan sitting beside her, Rosa opened her mouth several times to say 

something to him. But Sheehan’s eyes never fell on her. And there was always an indifferent and 

alienated aura surrounding him. 

 

Rosa clenched her lips. And her face slightly turned pale. 

 



On the stage. 

 

The host was dressed up grandly. She came out and gave a passionate speech. After this, she announced 

the official start of the competition. 

 

“The first young player is Lyra from XX Women’s High School. Next, Lyra will play a classic song for us. 

Let’s applaud and enjoy her next performance.” … 

 

As the host just finished saying so, a girl wearing the uniform of the XX Women’s High School, who 

looked obedient and clever, stepped onto the stage. 

 

There is a piano for performance on the stage  

 

The girl walked to the piano and sat down. After taking a deep breath, she began her performance. 

 

Those who could participate in the competition are all quite skilled at playing the piano. After more than 

ten minutes, the girl skillfully finished a song. 
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The girl played very well. But in such a competition, her performance didn’t seem to be outstanding. It 

was not bad, and not good either. She didn’t make any mistakes. But she failed to impress others too. 

 

Several judges under the stage exchanged information through their eyes and gave her a score. 

 

The perfect score is ten. 

 

The first player scored seven points. 

 

Next, it was the other contestants’ turn to perform. 

 



Just like the first contestant, the other contestants performed normally without mistakes or something 

good enough to impress the judge. Only one of them performed slightly better than others and got eight 

points, while the others scored seven points. 

 

The fifth player is Yvonne. 

 

When the host mentioned Yvonne’s name, Nikita, who had been drooping her eyes, raised her head and 

looked to Yvonne with indifferent eyes who was stepping onto the stage. 

 

Yvonne was wearing the school uniform of the First Senior High School with her hair soft and loose on 

her shoulders. Her skin looked fair. And her facial features looked delicate. After walking onto the stage, 

she bowed to the audience and judges first. 

 

“Hello everyone, I am Yvonne, from the First Senior High School in N City. I’m a senior. Today, I’m going 

to play a song I wrote. And I named it “Forever”. I hope everyone will like it.” 

 

Because there was nothing surprising about the previous contestants’ performances, after nearly an 

hour, the judges all seemed a little frustrated. 

 

At this moment, Yvonne walked on the stage with her original work, which immediately made the 

judges under the stage raise their heads and look at the girl who stood on the stage and looked clever. 

 

Malcolm, who just picked up the tea cup and took a sip with his head down, also raised his head, as if he 

were also very interested. 

 

“You want to play an original song?” A judge pushed the frame of the glasses on the bridge of his nose 

and asked with some interest showing in his eyes. 

 

In such a competition, few people dare to play their original works. 

 

Because it is not difficult to create original works. But it is rare to create excellent original works. 

 



If the so-called original work is only of average level, or even of poor level, it will not add extra points to 

the performance, but will be self-defeating and make the contestant lose her original advantages. 

 

Therefore, few contestants will choose their original works to perform. 

 

Those who dare to do so must be extremely confident in their own ability. 

 

“Yes.” Yvonne looked clever and polite. And her voice was very gentle. “I wrote this song for this 

competition. I like it very much. I hope all the judges can also like it.” 

 

“Since you decided to play your original song in this competition, you must be very confident. We are all 

looking forward to your performance. So don’t waste any more time and start your performance.” 

Another judge said so. 

 

Yvonne smiled and nodded. She turned around, walked to the piano and sat down. 

 

She sat gracefully like an elegant lady. People could tell that she had been trained with good etiquette 

since childhood. 

 

“Malcolm, is this Yvonne the one who copied Miss Swift’s work?” Seeing Yvonne step onto the stage, 

Homer, who was standing beside Malcolm, bowed his head, lowered his voice and asked. 

 

He kept his voice so low that no one could hear him but Malcolm. 

 

The reason why Malcolm would be willing to come to N City to show up in this competition as a special 

guest at that time is that he wanted to find his last disciple. 

 

In the last piano competition, this Yvonne also played a so-called original work and won the 

championship of that piano competition in one fell swoop. 

 

Her original song impressed Malcolm. 

 



But at that time, Malcolm… 
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But at that time, Malcolm was still waiting for Nikita and never thought of taking others as his disciple. 

Later, after waiting for several years and failing to find any news about Nikita, Malcolm finally gave up 

waiting and decided to re-select someone who seemed to be brought to him by fate as his last disciple. 

 

Originally, the last disciple Malcolm chose for himself was Yvonne. 

 

If Yvonne also performed well in this competition, Malcolm would take her as his disciple. 

 

But he didn’t expect that… 

 

A few years ago, the song that made Malcolm impressed was Nikita’s work. 

 

Yvonne took Nikita’s music to participate in the competition. 

 

In this competition, Yvonne actually “created” another original work to participate in this competition. 

But he wondered if this original work would still be plagiarized… 

 

“Hmm.” Malcolm narrowed his eyes and looked very strict. “That’s her.” 

 

“Miss Swift said she would make Yvonne pay for this.” Homer frowned and said in a puzzled tone. “But it 

has been so long, Miss Swift didn’t seem to do anything. Is it possible that she has forgotten about this?” 

 

This is very possible for Nikita. 

 

Malcolm: “That girl may look careless, as if she doesn’t care about anything. But she is always very clear 

about what she is doing. 

 

Someone stole her work and benefited from it. She is not that tolerate. Even if it’s something she 

doesn’t like, or something she abandons, she won’t allow others to steal it. 



 

If she doesn’t know, it’s okay. Once she knows, she will skin the other party alive.” 

 

“Then why does Miss Swift…” 

 

“Don’t be so impatient.” Malcolm picked up the tea cup on the table and slowly took a sip. “Since the 

girl said she would make her pay, she would definitely do it. Since she wants to do it in her own way, 

let’s just stay back and watch.” 

 

After drinking up the tea, Malcolm frowned picky. When it comes to tea, he is always picky. 

 

This tea is good. But he feels that there is always something missing in taste. 

 

It’s not fragrant enough. And it’s not sweet enough, either, which can’t compare with the tea he drank 

in Maddox’s place before. 

 

Alas… As the saying goes, beer before liquor, you’ll never be sicker. But liquor before beer, and you’re in 

the clear. 

 

On the stage, Yvonne has already started playing. 

 

As she had just finished playing the first paragraph, the judges under the stage had already been unable 

to hold back himself and began discuss it. 

 

“This song is great, of a high level.”  

 

“It’s good indeed, which gives people a refreshing feeling.” 

 

“It’s already very great for a teenage girl who is still studying in the high school to be so skilled at piano! I 

really didn’t expect this contestant called Yvonne could surprise us like this.” 

 



“Everyone, calm down! She only played a short part so far. It’s still early to make the judgement yet. 

Let’s talk about it after listening to the whole song!” Seeing the judges around who were pleasantly 

surprised praise the girl on the stage, another judge who was more rational advised them to calm down 

first. 

 

Although, he also thought that the piece of music played by Yvonne just now was really amazing. But 

whether it’s a great work or not depends on the level of the full version. 

 

No matter how amazing the beginning part is, it can’t be considered as a great work if the following part 

is not good enough. 

 

If she can perform in a stable level and even perform better and better, she can be considered as really 

excellent. 

 

“That makes sense. Let’s calm down first and see how her following performance is!” 

 

The judges calmed down slowly. And they all looked at the girl performing on the stage with great 

seriousness. 

 

This seriousness they showed was different from that they showed while watching other players just 

now. 

 

Obviously, they attached more importance to her. 
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Maybe she’s the champion. 

 

“Of course, you’ll find it sound familiar.” Malcolm’s eyes looked a little cold. “I am afraid that this 

original song of hers was also stolen from Nikita.” 

 

At first, Malcolm didn’t know about Yvonne’s plagiarism. 

 



He only thought that the style of Yvonne’s original work that won the championship was very similar to 

Nikita’s. It was very rare for him to find a person whose creative style was somewhat similar to Nikita’s. 

 

After all, there are few geniuses in the world who can have Nikita’s talent. 

 

But later, after learning that Yvonne actually copied Nikita’s works, Malcolm naturally no longer thought 

that Yvonne’s song she played in this competition would be created by herself. 

 

Being a thief is addictive. 

 

Especially when the thing she stole easily can be exchanged for huge benefits for her. Few people can 

resist such a temptation. 

 

Yvonne has experienced such an easy success once. How can she be willing to work hard by her? 

 

“No wonder this song sounds so familiar to me. This song sounds like one of Miss Swift’s works indeed. 

Malcolm, then what should we do? Do we need to check with Miss Swift and then expose her?” 

 

Homer looked at Yvonne, who was playing the piano on the stage with her head buried down. And his 

eyes also looked quite cold. 

 

This Yvonne really has some guts. It is not enough to steal once. This time, she actually stole Nikita’s 

work to participate in the competition again. Does she really think that she can just hide the truth from 

 

everyone and take other people’s things for herself again? 

 

She looks so pure, innocent and clever. But what she did really made people despise her! 

 

Homer couldn’t wait to go on the stage to expose her. 

 



Malcolm put down his tea cup and made a gesture to imply him to calm down. “Don’t be impatient. 

Let’s wait and see for a little longer.” 

 

Homer could only resist the impulse in his heart and promised: “Yes.” 

 

Moments later. 

 

The sound of the piano stopped. 

 

On the stage.  

 

Yvonne got up and walked to the middle of the stage after performing. She bowed deeply to the 

audience. 

 

The applause at the scene was thunderous. 

 

All the audience applauded her wonderful performance just now. 

 

Even the audience who were laymen could tell the level of that piece of music just now. This contestant 

named Yvonne performed really well. 

 

Several players before her also performed well. But compared with her, the gap between her and them 

was clear at once. 

 

The audience below the stage couldn’t help chattering in a low voice. 

 

“No wonder she is a student in First Senior High School of N City. She is outstanding indeed.” 

 

“Of course, First Senior High School of N City is the best middle school in the whole country. And the 

student selected from it is definitely the best.” 



 

“I think she is very likely to be the champion of this competition!” 

 

Margot and Patrick sat in the back row. Hearing people around them praising Yvonne, Margot’s face 

showed a proud look. 

 

Yvonne is excellent indeed. 

 

Her careful cultivation for so many years didn’t go to waste. 

 

She had heard Yvonne play this song before. 

 

But this time, Yvonne played better than any other times before. 

 

“Did you heart that? Everyone is praising Yvonne. Yvonne brought us so much honor.” Margot said to 

Patrick next to her with a big smile. 

 

Patrick nodded and also looked proud: “Yvonne performed very well. And she must be the champion of 

this competition.” 

 

Margot also nodded to agree. “The champion of this competition must be our Yvonne. Since she 

performed so well, I think that Aroma would be impressed too.” 

 

After saying so, both of them looked towards the stage. 

 

In the first row of the spectator seats, Rosa’s eyes were fixed on the stage. And her face couldn’t look 

more gloomy. 
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She followed Malcolm to watch the competition today just to meet Aroma. 

 



As for the competition, she is not interested in watching it at all. 

 

She had participated in competitions like this for countless time when she was still studying in school. 

And the awards she won was also countless. 

 

Therefore, when she heard Yvonne say that she wanted to play her original work, Rosa only found it 

funny and didn’t take her seriously at all. 

 

Play her original work in such a competition? 

 

Even she didn’t have such confidence in those days. 

 

Nowadays, students really get more and more confident. But confidence should be built on enough 

abilities. If she doesn’t have enough abilities, but she still takes herself so seriously, she rather calls that 

arrogant. 

 

Rosa just took it as a joke. 

 

But then, Yvonne’s performance shocked her. 

 

At first, she looked careless, as if she didn’t take Yvonne seriously at all. But later, she looked more and 

more dignified. 

 

When Yvonne finished the whole song, Rosa’s face had already looked very gloomy. 

 

She didn’t expect that this female student named Yvonne not only didn’t make fool of herself, but also 

performed very well and played an original song with a high level. 

 

When made Rosa suddenly feel threatened. 

 



This Yvonne is only a teenager and a high school student. Since she can write such a brilliant original 

song now, it is not difficult to imagine how powerful she will be in the future. 

 

What made Rosa feel more threatened was that she found Aroma, who had always been burying her 

head down actually raised her head and looked to Yvonne. 

 

Does Aroma have her eyes for that Yvonne? 

 

“Good. Really good!” The judges whispered to each other and discussed: “This song is a brilliant original 

work of high level. I think it deserves full marks.” 

 

“It’s great indeed. Although some parts doesn’t sound as great as others, which has some bad influence 

on the level of this song overall, I don’t think it’s a very big problem. Since she is only a teenager now, 

it’s already very great for her to write a song of such a high level. Even thought it has some flaws, it’s 

acceptable.” 

 

“Yeah, some parts in the middle is really not good enough. But it can be considered as a nice work 

overall. I’m a perfectionist. I can’t give her a full score. So I think I’ll give her nine points.” 

 

“I’m also going to give her nine points. I deduced one point because some parts in the middle are really 

a little disappointing. Alas… What a shame! If those parts in the middle were as good as the beginning 

and the end, this work could have been considered as perfect.” 

 

“She is just a teenager. We can’t be too strict with her. Although it’s not a perfect work, it’s still a song of 

high level. This girl has a very promising future. I like her. I think I’ll give her the perfect score.” 

 

Hugh was sitting right next to Nikita. 

 

He took a look at Nikita who had been silent for a whole time and couldn’t help but asked: “Goddess, 

what do you think?” 

 

He also thinks Yvonne’s song is really good, especially the part at the beginning.  

 



It sounds so nice that even he is impressed. 

 

In the terms of professional level, 

 

He even feels that it has a style that is similar to Nikita. 

 

“What do I think?” Nikita turned to look at him. And there were no special emotions showing in her 

eyes. “I think it’s quite good.” 

 

Hugh nodded. “I agreed with you. Goddess, do you think her style in this song sounds a little similar to 

yours? Of course, she can’t be as good as you. I just feel that it’s a little similar to yours.” 

 

Nikita: “…” 

 

What an ass-kisser! 

 

If he knew that she was the one who wrote this song, how embarrassed would he be when he thought 

of his words? 

 

As Nikita expected, Yvonne used this song of hers. And then she changed several difficult parts. 
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But 80% of the song was copied. 

 

“This girl named Yvonne should be today’s champion.” Hugh observed the reaction of other judges 

around them. “Several judges have given her the perfect marks. The following players can’t score higher 

than her.” 

 

“How many points are you going to give her?” Nikita asked Hugh. 

 

“I’m thinking 8.5 points.” Hugh commented objectively: “Although this song is good, there are several 

key parts that doesn’t sound good enough, which leads to the level of the whole song being affected.” 



 

“But goddess, don’t you find it strange?” 

 

“Strange?” 

 

“Yes. Since she can write such a stunning beginning and such a nice ending. Why does the level of the 

middle parts suddenly drop so much? The gap is so big that it’s like two different people writing the 

same song!” 

 

Nikita narrowed her eyes. 

 

Hugh’s mind is actually much sharper than other judges. 

 

At this moment, the live broadcast room is very lively. 

 

“Wow, this “Forever” is really great!” 

 

“Isn’t this Yvonne the formal campus belle of the First Senior High School?” “Wow, she is so brilliant. She 

not only has a good look and gets good grades in exams, but also plays piano very well. She is simply 

perfect!” 

 

“It’s her, Yvonne, the former campus belle of the First Senior High School.” 

 

“What? Such a good-looking and excellent girl is the formal campus belle? Then who is the current 

campus belle? Is it someone even more perfect than this girl?” 

 

“The current campus belle of the First Senior High School is Nikita, who is quite beautiful. But her 

academic performance is not very good. And she also likes fighting. She was transferred from a township 

school to First Senior High School. And she was a punk in the previous school. 

 

Oh, by the way, I heard that she was still a poor student supported by Yvonne’s family. And she was 

later adopted by Yvonne’s parents as an adopted daughter. “ 



 

“No way! Why does the First Senior High School choose a punk to be its campus belle? What were they 

thinking? Clearly, Yvonne is the more excellent one!” 

 

“Yvonne is not that bad! She once wrote a song for Hugh. And she is also the formal coach of the NG 

Team. Besides, she won the first prize in the National Greek Competition. Are these achievements not 

good enough? With these titles, how can she not be qualified for the campus belle of the First Senior 

High School?” 

 

“Although Nikita is very excellent now, it can’t change the fact that she used to be a punk. Anyway, I 

prefer Yvonne.” 

 

“You are so funny calling Nikita a punk! Which punk can be as excellent as her? She is a good friend of 

the top star. And the leading man in the e-sports field used to be trained by her. A song casually written 

by her will be popular all over the country. Some people deliberately praised one and belittled the 

other, which brought shame to yourselves!” 

 

There was a huge dispute in the live broadcast room. 

 

At the beginning, the topic was still around the piano competition. 

 

Later, it evolved into a battle between Nikita’s supporters and Yvonne’s supporters.  
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On the stage. 

 

Seeing the reaction of the judges below the stage, Yvonne couldn’t help gradually picking up a smile. She 

was very sure that the champion of this competition would definitely be her. 

 

However, winning the championship is not the most important thing for her. 

 

The most important thing is that… 

 



Yvonne couldn’t help but fix her eyes on Aroma who was sitting in the middle of the judges’ seats. 

 

She is her main goal today. 

 

The recognition of other judges is not important for her. She only cares about whether the song she 

played just now impressed Aroma. 

 

Unfortunately, Yvonne couldn’t tell what Aroma was thinking from her face. Aroma’s eyes were even 

not fixed on her. And she didn’t seem to pay too much attention to her. 

 

Yvonne was still delighted a moment ago. After seeing Aroma’s reaction, she couldn’t help feeling a little 

disappointed.  

 

Although she knew that the song was not as good as it used to be after she changed some parts of it, her 

performance just now was definitely not bad. 

 

After performing, Yvonne bowed to the audience and turned to walk off the stage. 

 

After that, the remaining players came on the stage to play one after another. 

 

After all the contestants finished performing and got their scores, it was already three hours later. 

 

The host counted the scores of each contestant on the stage. 

 

After the result came out, the host took the sheet that had the final score written on it and walked to 

the middle of the stage. 

 

“Thank you for the wonderful performances brought by the young players. I believe that at this 

moment, all the young players are very nervous and looking forward to the results.” 

 



“At this moment, the parents who accompanied the young players to participate in the competition 

definitely want to know the results of their children’s performances earlier.” 

 

“So, I won’t be deliberately mystifying at this moment. We are going to display each players’ score on 

the big screen later.” 

 

As soon as the host finished saying so, the big screen on the stage lit up, showing the photos and names 

of each contestant. And the scores of their performances were directly displayed after the names. 

 

The names of the contestants were arranged according to the order of playing. 

 

At the moment when the scores lit up on the big screen, all the players in the waiting area raised their 

heads and searched for their names excitedly and eagerly. 

 

Yvonne ranked fifth. 

 

She saw her score at a glance. 

 

There are five judges scoring her. And the perfect score is ten points. So the total perfect score would be 

50 points. And she got a high score of 46.5. 

 

Only 3.5 points were deducted. 

 

Seeing such a score, everyone can tell that some judges gave her the perfect marks. 

 

At the moment when Yvonne’s score came out, there was a lively discussion under the stage. 

 

“Only 3.5 points were deducted. This score is too high.” 

 



“Judging from her score, there were at least two judges giving her the perfect score. Students from the 

First Senior High School are so excellent! No wonder it’s a famous school with a history of more than 

one hundred years. 

 

At the judges’ seats at this moment. 

 

Hugh looked at Nikita in surprise and incomprehension: “Goddess, did you give her nine points?” 

 

Hugh calculated her scores. Two judges gave her the perfect scores. And one judge gave her nine points. 

He gave her 8.5 points. After calculation, he realized that Nikita gave her nine points. 

 

Hugh wouldn’t be so surprised to see other judges give her such a high score. 

 

But Nikita… 

 

Even he felt that there was something wrong with this song, and he only gave 8.5 points. He knew very 

well about how high Nikita’s standard was. How could she give Yvonne a score higher than him? 

 

This is not normal. 

 

This is not his goddess’s behavior style. 

 

Is it because the contestant has the same surname, Swift, as her that she gave her such a high score? 

 

The girl beside him looked at him with indifferent eyes: “Why? Is there a problem?” 

 

Hugh hesitated for a while and spoke up in a weak tone: “Goddess, isn’t the score you gave a bit high?” 
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The score given by Nikita makes Hugh a little suspicious of whether the scores given by him was too low. 

 



Anyway, his goddess can never do anything wrong. 

 

It must be others who are wrong. 

 

Nikita didn’t answer him. She just turned to look up at the waiting area. 

 

Yvonne, who was standing in the waiting area, seemed to be quite calm. She didn’t look too excited. And 

the smile she showed on her face looked missish, as if she had expected this coming. 

 

Nikita fixed her eyes on her for a few seconds and then picked up a smile. 

 

The higher she climbs, the more painful she will be when she falls. 

 

She can let Yvonne be the champion of this competition. 

 

And of course, she can take it back at any time. 

 

It all depends on whether she wants to take it back or not and when she wants to take it back. 

 

Yvonne got the highest score and won the championship of this piano competition without any 

suspense. 

 

She stood on the stage and smiled sweetly when she took the trophy from Miss Etiquette. She stood 

very straight with her chin held up high. And she looked as proud as a princess. 

 

After taking the trophy, she made her acceptance speech. 

 

At the first row of the spectator seats under the stage. 

 



“This Yvonne looks a bit familiar.” Old Mr. Lambert pushed the frame of his glasses and looked to 

Yvonne, who was making her acceptance speech on the stage. There were some doubts showing in his 

eyes.” I seem to have seen this girl somewhere.” 

 

“Old Mr. Lambert, you forgot. Old Mrs. Garrett used to bring her to the dinner party you held. She is the 

girl who made a scene and yelled at your dinner party and got kicked out by the Young Master. 

 

Fabian whispered in Old Mr. Lambert’s ear to remind her. 

 

Hearing Fabian’s words, Old Mr. Lambert immediately remembered it. 

 

Old Mr. Lambert frowned. “It turns out to be her. No wonder she looks so familiar to me. This girl is 

good at playing piano indeed. But if she doesn’t have a good quality, it means nothing even though she 

is good at playing piano.” 

 

Fabian smiled. “Yes, qualities are the most important things.” 

 

Old Mr. Lambert shook his head and looked unhappy: “I remember she also spoke ill of Niky that night.” 

 

Fabian nodded. “Yeah. She did say something bad about Miss Swift. And that’s why Young Master threw 

her out.” 

 

The appreciation showing in Old Mr. Lambert’s eyes completely turned into disgust. 

 

Since she spoke ill of his Niky, her personalities must be very bad. 

 

“Old Mr. Lambert, since the competition is coming to an end, do you want to head back?” Asked Fabian. 

 

Old Mr. Lambert took a look at Nikita who was sitting at the Table of Judges and spoke up. “Okay, let’s 

head back. By the way, arrange someone to send Aroma to the airport.” 

 



“Grandpa, I will go to send Aroma to the airport.” Sheehan’s eyes were also fixed on the table of judges. 

“You can go back with Fabian first. And I will stay.” 

 

“You want to send her to the airport?” Old Mr. Lambert thought about it for a while and nodded. “OK, 

then you stay for a little longer and send Aroma to the airport later.” 

 

Sheehan nodded. 

 

Old Mr. Lambert spoke up again: “Remember to ask for two autographed photos for me.” 

 

Sheehan: “…” 

 

Why don’t you ask for it yourself? 

 

You feel too embarrassed to do it. So you just let your grandson do it for you, don’t you? 

 

Old Mr. Lambert got up. And Fabian helped him leave early. 

 

Hearing that Sheehan was going to send Aroma to the airport, Rosa took the opportunity to start a 

conversation with him. “Sheehan, are you going to send Aroma to the airport? I happen to have 

something to say to her. How about we send her to the airport together?” 

 

As soon as she just finished saying so, she saw Sheehan stand up. 

 

The man didn’t even look at her. And his voice sounded indifferent and alienated. “If you want to send 

her to the airport, go by yourself.” 

 

After saying so, Sheehan stepped away by her side. 

 

Rosa was stunned for a moment. Seeing him directly leave like this, she clenched her lips tightly with a 

gloomy face. 



 


